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RecProAudio Pultec EQP-1a Reproduction and Kit Pricing:

DIY Pultec EQ KIT: $1545
This is a point to point EQ Kit (not PCB).
(Note: EQ kits are not intended for beginners.)

RPA Pultec Kits are comprised of only the finest parts available and include everything needed to assemble an EQP-1a clone:

Sowter input, interstage and output transformers
Hammond universal power transformer (120/220/240v)
Cinemag inductor (and mounting flange)
Complete audio-grade filter capacitor set (custom made for RecPro Audio)
Neutrik jacks, Carling switches, PEC pots, Grayhill switches, Nichicon and Sprague electrolytics
Heavy-duty painted case



Painted and engraved front panel
Machined rear (engraved) and bottom panels (absolutely no drilling required)
VOS knobs (including Daka-Ware)
NOS tube sockets
NOS (or testing very strong) RCA 6X4, 12AU7 and 12AX7 vacuum tubes (balanced)
Signal/Buss/Heater wire and all hardware (washers, stand-offs, grommets, stainless steel screws and nuts)

Support:

Over 500 high-resolution, step-by-step, assembly photos via FTP
All new master wiring diagram and switch layouts
Schematics, transformer and inductor datasheets, manual documentation included
Email and/or telephone tech support

RecProAudio Completely Assembled Pultec EQ KIT: $2545
Completely assembled RPA EQP-1a kit, hand-wired by Ron (cayocosta), point-to-point, tested, ready to use.
(Matching available at no charge for pair orders.)

Pultec Parts: Inquire

Pultecs are currently offered on a limited basis, please send an email if you're interested in kits and/or completed EQs.

 International orders welcome.*

*Any and all import duties, fees and/or taxes are the sole responsibility of the customer.

More information is available at RecProAudio's Original Pultec Page

"These things are dead quiet and about as transparent as can be “in” or “out”. I just wanted to compliment you on a very well thought out
kit. It was very complete and made assembly quite a joy." - A.G.

World Class Quality



Pultec Chassis and Hardware Detail



Assembly Detail



Demo Audio
All Music Copyright © 2013 Rondo

 kendricks9m

Rhythm guitars are a Strat through a RecPro Audio Valve DI. Solo guitars are a Gibson 335 and Tweed Deluxe. Fender Jazz Bass through RecPro
Audio Valve DI. Pultec EQ is on all guitars. 2 Mix was sent through a pair of Pultecs adding some 100hz and 12k.

 mister seven

Everything on this track is in the box except for the acoustic guitars, electric guitars and bass. On acoustics, some 8k was added with lows rolled
off a bit. For electrics, a heavy 10k boost was applied. For bass, 5k was cut while boosting and cutting 20hz each about mid-way. Bass was hit hard
through an old Ashly SC-50 limiter, as were the acoustic and electric guitars through an La2a. Redd 47 preamp on acoustics, La2a as preamp on
electrics; bass guitar was though RecPro Audio Valve DI.

 lq-soundcheck

This is a quick, one-take Martin acoustic fingerstyle bit with a little reverb and a shaker. One guitar, 2 mics, a little EQ on the top end.

 1975

Guitar Rock. EQP-1a on all guitars for tone shaping.
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